11th Annual Monster Movie Madness

at

Liscum House of Horrors
30 Oct 2004
viewing begins at 2100 hrs

This years features*:

Halloween (1978)
Dawn of the Dead (1978)

*The night of the originals. While many have tried to duplicate these features none have truly succeeded. "Halloween" is an independent film and mainstream classic by nearly everyones standards. It launched the careers of John Carpenter (dir), Dean Cundey (cinematog) & Jamie Lee Curtis and almost single handedly ignited the slasher sub-genre (for good or bad). "Dawn", George Romero's now classic follow-up to "Night of the Living Dead" (a classic on its own), pused the envelope of cinematic gore for US films (European film makers - Italian in particular - had been using explicit gore for some time). Beyond gore, "Dawn" (like its forerunner, NOLD) expresses considerable social commentary with considerable wit and humor.